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in hackney yard, the team dislikes the large amount of coalition forces outside the production
facility, and they prepare to attack. they find two large doors to the facility and an entranceway

leading to it. as tank disables the force field over the entrance, the doors open and a coalition sniper
engages the team. soap engages the sniper and is shot in the arm, but still manages to kill the

coalition soldier. as the team move into the facility, they encounter a lone coalition soldier who runs
away in fear, and then another member of the opposing forces is shot dead. at hill 2, price is seen
calling in the coalition forces. he watches as a large column of vehicles appears from a tunnel near
the base of the hill. a round of coalition missiles is launched toward the vehicles. as price watches
the missiles hit, he then hears hill 2 sink into the ground. while the rest of the team at the bunker
have heard it as well, the rest of the coalition still don't know of the sunken base. as delta squad

finishes breaking into the facility, they find a large room full of aliens, three of which make their way
into the bunker. price gives them covering fire and soaps one of them with an "electrical charge"

belt. soap pulls the alien out of the bunker, and the alien dies, revealing that it was a chaos alien. on
the third chaos alien, soap shoots it with a shot to the head, and it dies. the room also contains

hunter's command center, which then disappears. the rest of the coalition forces, now led by the
new second in command, the cold war relic, attacks. the bunker is then assaulted by coalition forces.

mactavish and price lead out of the bunker to meet a coalition soldier. mactavish kills the soldier
with the help of price. the rest of the team regroups on an airfield.
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as the helicopter returns to the extraction point, it is hit by
enemy fire. mactavish takes control of one of the militia pilots,

who flies the helicopter to a rooftop, where they are then
tasked with shielding the passengers and removing all the
passengers and the aircraft without firing a shot. nikolai is
killed during the evacuation. after the group is rescued,

mactavish orders the helicopter to carry out a search of brazil
for any contacts, but are forced to land in english harbour,

bermuda, due to the presence of the american federation of
ultralight aircraft. during the rescue, several military officials
who were on the mission are also rescued, but they are all
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dead or have been captured by the enemy. 22 although
mactavish dismisses soap for his failure to secure that

helicopter, soap maintains his loyalty to his teammates, who
are still missing in action. 23 on march 31, 2022, soap triggers

an explosives package, which he planted earlier while the
militia was out of range, killing the militia leader. he then kills
a militia member who tries to pursue them. the militia is fully
disengaged and mactavish frees three of the prisoners, who
refer to them as "kinder" and then leave. in april, mactavish

receives a call from his father, who has been imprisoned in the
republic of uzbekistan since his arrest for downloading illicit

copies of call of duty to mactavish's home computer, but
believes that he is the one to end his imprisonment. he gives
mactavish a gps data stick, instructs him to go to a particular
location and to come back to his base. mactavish, however, is
instructed to destroy the stick if he falls, otherwise they will

both be captured. 5ec8ef588b
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